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To:

CV EAE amine
Cc @Ichulpmiddelen.nl @Ichulpmiddelen.nl]
From: )
Sent: Thur 9/10/2020 9:42:25 AM

Subject: RE: Deal Hologic - The Netherlands

Received: Thur 9/10/2020 9:42:25 AM

GAZ FER BEDANKT!!!

@minvws.nl

Verzonden: donderdag 10 september 2020 11:29

5.1.2e @minvws.nl>

 CE—EE
@Ichulpmiddelen.nl

Onderwerp: RE: Deal Hologic - The Netherlands

Finalize asap

BEguaranteed; see if you find in NL consumabkles; they try as well

So | guess we come close wo EE oct andEa8ber nov

Done

Laten we nu TF en aanbesteding snel doen

Laten we 1abs (EKEZI) ook pushen op INNENEEEN

Eind oct kijken we of we Roch volume op cobas verder kunnen verhogen

U-D en EF werken we aan

Pfff

Ok

Progress

trom: INEKECIN
Sent: Thursday, September 10, 2020 11:26 AM

To: 2

5.1 : 1. 1. Dminvws.nl>;
@ hologic.com>

Subject: RE: Deal Hologic - The Netherlands

Thanks BES for confirming in writing on behalf of the Government.

We can now finalize details and signing of the deal.

Thanks[EXEd for your remark on the consumables of the extrafEEf for October.
So we focus for October onBE8corona tests, forEE he consumables are guaranteed;

for the extrafSEByou will also try delivering all consumables (hopefully that works...
*

...), but that is not committed (yet).

Lets go like this: great cooperation between Hologic and Dutch Government.

And to you personally [AES thanks a lot for all your efforts
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Sent: Thursday, September 10, 2020 11:20 AM

51 5.1.2

ic.com>

Subject: RE: Deal Hologic - The Netherlands

Thank you so very much for your confirmatory email. | am very pleased to confirm all of the details as noted below.

The one point to add for clarity is regarding the Biff] tests in October that are denoted as ‘without consumables’. Please know, we

will absolutely do everything that we can to supply the majority of the consumables for this volume. However, as | have advised

SAFER, there are a couple of key consumables that are under extreme pressure globally. The situation is very fluid and we

are working on remediation of these constraints. We will keep you fully updated as the situation evolves. Best case scenario, we

are able to source all the consumables needed to support the B88 volume — however we need to be very open and honest about

the worst case up front. Thank you for understanding this point.

| have advised our legal team of the details and have asked them to mark up the addendum for return post haste. We now look

forward to working on the details for execution.

| extend, on behalf of the 5.1.2e our thanks to you and to The Netherlands Government for your faith

in Hologic and for your support. | would like to specifically thank CREE for his efforts and contribution to this successful

outcome for The Netherlands.

On behalf of the entire Hologic team, we are very proud to be in a position to support the Government of The Netherlands at this

critical time.

Kind regards

Sent: 10 September 2020 10:00

ic.com>

@minvws.nl>; @minvws.nl>;
512e 512 @hologic.com>

Subject: FW: Deal Hologic - The Netherlands

External Mail

I really appreciate all your efforts and I understand the pressure we are both on.

As the Government of The Netherlands we highly appreciate our cooperation and your support.
Words of thanks, also on behalf of our Minister of Health, Welfare and Sports.

I herewith confirm our deal on behalf of the Government.

Our team and can finalize the details including the addendum with your team, we assume
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We will not use your name in the communication, unless you want it.

We mutually (Hologic and The Netherlands) agree on the following supply of Hologic corona tests on the Panthers:

for the monthIn September (2020) we run the “norma

including all consumables, buffers, etc.In October we get supplied:
In October we get anothe

From November 1 till August 13, 2021 we get supplied monthly CREE tests with all consumables, buffers, etc.

In January the Netherlands Government will review and confirm (if we can/want) to extend the contract with another 1,5 month,
so till end of September 2021.

The conditions of the supply (terms, prices, etc.) were already set and remain.

With this we confirm a deal mutually agreed (please confirm by reply e-mail) and with great pleasure we work out the details.

Kind regards,

5.1.2e

Ministry of Health, Welfare and Sports The Netherlands

($2) — nN ©

minvws.nl

DISCLAIMER

This e-mail is for the intended recipient only
If you have received it by mistake please let us know by reply and then delete it from your system; access, disclosure, copying, distribution or reliance on any of if by anyone else is

prohibited
If you as intended recipient have received this e-mail incorrectly, please notify the sender (via e-mail) immediately.


